UNDERGRADUATE THESIS EVALUATION SHEET: FIRST PHASE
Undergraduate International Programme
Departement of Architecture FTUI
Form 01 – Filled by Thesis Facilitator

This sheet is a consideration for first phase evaluation of Undergraduate Thesis of:

Student’s Name : ______________________________________________________

NPM : ________________________________________________________________

Programme : __________________________________________________________

Semester : Odd/Even* Academic Year of 20_______/20______

Thesis’ Title : _________________________________________________________

Based on communication and consultation between the student and me, I consider that the student:

- Has clear idea on the issue or question of the thesis.
  - Yes
  - No

- Has a framework which indicates that the student possesses systematic thinking to deal with the issue or question.
  - Yes
  - No

- Has gone through facilitation process and carried out independent works related to the preparation of the thesis, with sufficient intensity for a 10 credit hours course.
  - Yes
  - No

Based on the aforementioned considerations, I declare that the student can be approved/cannot be approved * to continue to the next phase of thesis preparation.

PLACE/DATE ______________________________/________________________________________

THESIS FACILITATOR/SIGNATURE___________________________/__________________________

*cross the inappropriate option
UNDERGRADUATE THESIS EVALUATION SHEET: SECOND PHASE
Undergraduate International Programme
Department of Architecture FTUI
Form 02A – Filled by Student (Self Evaluation)

This sheet is prepared as a consideration to evaluate the second phase of the Thesis by:

Student’s Name : __________________________________________________________
NPM : _________________________________________________________________
Programme : _____________________________________________________________
Semester : Odd/Even* Academic Year 20_____/20_____
Thesis’ Title : _____________________________________________________________

The following is a brief description of the process of the Thesis, and the entailing problems which may occur up to the Second Phase of Thesis Evaluation:*

**Things which have been done:**

**Things which have not been done, and the plan to carry out these things:**

**Problems encountered, and plans to solve them:**

PLACE/DATE _______________________/_______________________________

THESIS FACILITATOR/SIGNATURE _______________________/____________________

*Attach your Thesis Working Plan
UNDERGRADUATE THESIS EVALUATION SHEET: SECOND PHASE
Undergraduate International Programme
Departement of Architecture FTUI
Form 02B – Filled by Thesis Facilitator

This sheet is prepared as a consideration to evaluate the second phase of the Thesis by:

Student’s Name : _________________________________________________________________
NPM : _________________________________________________________________________
Programme : ___________________________________________________________________
Semester : Odd/Even* Academic Year 20_____/20_____
Thesis’ Title : __________________________________________________________________

The following is my comment, as Thesis Facilitator, based on communication and consultation between the student and me as the facilitator, on the progress of the thesis and problems encountered during the process up to the Second Phase of Thesis Evaluation:

PLACE/DATE _________________________/_______________________________

THESIS FACILITATOR/SIGNATURE__________________________________________/

__________________________________________
This sheet is a consideration for third phase evaluation of Undergraduate Thesis of:

Student’s Name : ________________________________________________________________
NPM : ________________________________________________________________
Programme : ________________________________________________________________
Semester : Odd/Even* Academic Year of 20_____/20______
Thesis’ Title : ________________________________________________________________

Based on communication and consultation between the student and me, I consider that the student:

- Has gone through facilitation process and carried out independent works related to the preparation of the thesis, with sufficient intensity for a 10 credit hours course.
  □ Yes
  □ No

- Based on the latest draft, the student’s work is considered as sufficient as an undergraduate thesis.
  □ Yes
  □ No

- The student has the right to undergo the last phase of the undergraduate thesis evaluation during thesis examination.
  □ Yes
  □ No

Based on the aforementioned considerations, I hereby declare that I approve/do not approve* the student’s work to be examined during Thesis Examination session.

PLACE/DATE ______________________________/________________________________________

THESIS FACILITATOR/SIGNATURE___________________/_____________________________________

*cross the inappropriate option